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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page No.</th>
<th>Paragraph</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Section 1 | Introduction | Reference “ABS Guide for Building and Classing Floating Production Installations (FPI Guide)” to read “ABS Rules for Building and Classing Floating Production Installations (FPI Rules)”.
| 2 | 1/1 | In definition of “FPI”, reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”.
| 2 | 1/2 | In definition of “FPSO”, reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”.
| 3 | 1/2 | In definition of “FSO”, reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”.
| 4 | 1/2 | In definition of “Spar”, reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”.

| 6 | 2/1 | Reference “FPI Guide” to read “FPI Rules”.

| Section 3 | Basic Design S-N Curves | In title, “Design” to read “Design”.
| 16 | 3/Figure 4 | Reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “the ABS FPI Rules”.

| Section 12 | Handling and Installation | Reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”.
| 46 | 12/1 | Reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”.

| Section 13 | Surveys During and After Installation | Reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”.
| 47 | 13/1 | Reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”.
| 47 | 13/2.2 | Reference “ABS FPI Guide” to read “ABS FPI Rules”; (2 places)
| 47 | 13/2.2.1 | Reference “FPI Guide” to read “FPI Rules”.
| 48 | 13/2.2.1 | In last bullet, reference “FPI Guide” to read “FPI Rules”.
| 48 | 13/2.2.8 | Reference “FPI Guide” to read “FPI Rules”.
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